Good Afternoon,
Week SIX of eight is now in the books, so this is the sixth of eight Whisper Weekend Reminders
you will be receiving. The reminder is a way to update you on the progress of the program and
keep the program fresh in your mind. This way over the next few days, it will be easier to
remember and remind one another to Whisper their frustration rather than vocalizing it and creating
a negative environment.
The Whisper Campaign information below is collected and tabulated as game sheets come in and
email or voice complaints are received. As you can see, game sheets don’t always make it to us
very quickly. Currently, we have only received about 77% of the game sheets and 68%
Whisper rating Sheets from games played. Therefore, the information we are providing below is
only a snapshot.

Statistics
Week # 6
Games Played: 96

Game sheets received by WMYSA: 48

Overall
Games Played: 540 Game sheets received by WMYSA: 417

Whisper sheets received: 48
Whisper sheets received: 368

Coach Referee Evaluations Received: 0
Click here to see Whisper Respect Ratings for Club Coaches, Parents and Players

Week #5 Low’s & High’s
Category

Fall Season Low’s & High’s

Low

High

Category

Low High

Players

3

5

Players

3

5

Coaches

1

5

Coaches

1

5

Parents

1

5

Parents

1

5

Website: WMYSA.org

Complaints Received
We are looking into two complaints regarding the same game last weekend. The first
complaint indicated a parent sat on the opposing team’s sideline and continually berated
the officials and players. Another complaint from the same game indicated that a group
of dads from one of the teams was out of line using profanity at the official. In this
situation an altercation between two parents from opposing teams almost took place as
one had to be “held back”.

Reported on Whisper Sheets by Officials
“Much talking from sidelines related to calls. The (insert club) coach was arguing
throughout the match 2 yellows were give.”
“Very understanding!”
“Two very skilled and well coached teams.”
“It was all good”
“Overall well done. One minor discussion with coach that could have done more quietly.”
“Awesome.”
“Used club linesman. No issues with either bench, spectators. Very sporting both sides.”
“Apparently all calls were supposed to be for just one team. It was to point some verbal
insults were made and yellow card issued.”
“Had to ask coach to talk to parents.”
“Excellent crowds, kids and coaches1”
“Good positive support from both benches and fans.”
“Well played all around.”
“Spectators were contained and cheered at appropriate levels.”
“Well done by all, lively match, well played.”
“Well done everyone.”
“Coach countlessly complaining about pushing.”
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